Witnesses

Yochana the Psalmist

Two thousand years before - spirit of Elijah did certainly thrill
The very soul of the Immerser - prophecy doth fulfill
And so pattern fulfillment - sent from man to man
Elijah here but not in body - do we understand?
And oh how pattern plays out - yes we saw before
Annointing and spirit of Elijah - upon Elisha a portion more
This pattern doth prevail - Moshe upon Joshua did lay hand
Spirit to Spirit transfer - do we understand?
How YESHUAH revealed - of the wilderness voice
It was Elijah who bare witness - to receive it be by choice
Spirit to Spirit transfer - resonance to be received
Do we understand - the report who doth believe?
So now we look for witnesses - we seek them to come by two
Elijah surely be one - others look for Moshe or Enoch too
Who says they come in body - why not Spirit resonance
Do we think we know the answer - tell me what is the chance?
And while we ask what means this - Psalmist wants to know
Is single person to person transfer - the only way it goes
YESHUAH doth give Spirit - special to Talmidim to help
Breathed upon and transferred - power to the twelve
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But pattern did play out - again we look to the past
Spirit shared from Moshe - upon the seventy it was passed
And then we see YESHUAH - he doth send seventy out to testify
Two by two they went - to water what was dry
When the seventy had returned - demons subject to HIS name
Spirit to Spirit transfer - testifies to our LORD G_D's fame
Not just one but seventy - Spirit shared from one
Seems to be a pattern - utilized by the SON
So we look for just two witnesses - olive trees and lampstands
Trees and Lampstands share of root - do we understand
So we think there can't be many - why not multiples of two
So we think we box G_D in - not the Psalmist and she hopes not you
Awaiting temple foundations - awaiting authority grant
Witnesses get ready - doth thy hearts not pant
Seventy for the nations - perhaps the same or less for Israel
Who doth know G_D's mind - who can surely tell?
But first shall come oblation - as in Ezra's day
Return of the Holy Service - before the build is underway
Seventh month year one - Yom Te'ruah marks King Cyrus
Might there be oblation - maybe Pesach fuss
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But soon the build will happen - beginning it doth come
Time for witnesses to appear - announcing YESHUAH's Kingdom
Testimony in all the nations - and in Israel too
Testimony by many - the spirit of witnesses two
Psalmist hopes ye hear - Psalmist keeps eyes wide
Watching out for patterns - so there be no surprise
Oblation it be coming - Tzion's jubilee when they won
And with this going on - strong is the synagogue in Babylon

